The paper is devoted to the task of multi-agent modeling of self-healing mechanisms for the damaged surface of an abstract geotechnical structure using biotechnology. We consider two-component self-healing mechanism. The first one is presented as a dynamic stochastic model of the aggregated behavior of agents. The second one is described by the "game-of-life" principle. The principals of numerical modeling of both mechanisms are discussed and illustrated by different scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-known, that concrete, being the most world common building materials, as all composite materials, despite its strength, collapses over time. Therefore, the proper engineering and maintenance as well as enhance the durability and serviceability of technical structures become crucial conditions. Under external environmental uncertainty, constructions' reliability still is one of the most important factors during all stages of project development. Lately, the conception of self-healing materials in construction attracts special attention. Named Materials for Life (M4L) and inspired by self-regeneration properties and sustainable development of biological organisms and systems these last find applications in buildings foundations, selected types of cement, grouts and concrete, asphalt and many other geo-environmental and geotechnical structures [1] . Motivated by reliability from one side and by substantial savings maintenance costs of geostructures, the first significant achievements were made in the development of composite materials by adding stabilizing bio-chemical agents to concrete or asphalt. In simple way the self-healing mechanism can be explained as follows [2] . To improve the autogenous healing property of DOI:10.22337/2587-9618-2019- 15-4-48-57 49 concrete, some encapsulated healing agents (usually bacteria) are added to the composite [1] [2] [3] . Crack formation and interaction with the external environment instigate metabolic activities of agents and, in consequence, the production of limestone clogging the cracks. The feasibility of this solution was checked in different ways: the influence of capsules' size, the influence of nutrition, dosage etc. [3] . Despite the progress made in this field, there are many nonsolved problems concerning self-healing mechanisms of named composites. One of them relates to the complex environmental behavior of living organisms' agglomerates and has to be also taken into account by biotechnology. Biotechnology aims to use biological systems to make or modify products or processes for specific purposes of medicine, food production, agriculture, or mentioned engineering problems. Taking into account the complexity of biotechnological processes related to bioengineering, biomedical and molecular engineering, or biomanufacturing, one can expect that integrated multiple biological experiments, as a method of new technology development, are expensive and difficult to conduct. Hence, mathematical modeling and computer simulation via a welldefined set of assumptions can be performed to conduct desired experiments and, in a consequence, to test alternative hypotheses, theories, technologies, production and exploitation methods, etc. The quality of the modeling and the simulation depends on the model selection. This last one can be achieved by different approaches. Analyzing the tendencies of the selection of the mathematic models for the tasks of image and sequences recognition, in signal processing, in biomass dynamic prediction or epidemic spread (where signals contain white, rose or black noises or mixed noises) one can note that due to various heterogeneities the stochastic models give "better" and "richer" results than deterministic ones. It becomes particularly evident when the contact network is analyzed. Contact processes are assumed to be Poisson, Marcovian or non-Marcovian (see [6] , [7] -pair approximation model, [8] - [10] -message passing model, or [11] -edge based model). However, to study the propagation mechanisms and dynamics of considered phenomenon, the models have also to reflect complex correlation structures (self-similarity, short-range or longrange dependences, stationarity or nonstationarity) [12] . Thus, due to the complexity of mathematical backgrounds the practical usage of these models is still limited [13] . The goal of this work is the development of a model of self-healing mechanism such that it could serve for the expansion of biotechnology. Since, in general, the technology is based on the metabolic activity of biomass, we will focus our attention on the description of its activity with respect to the single elements as independent agents. The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2, we propose two models that reflect an individual and aggregated behavior of the agents. For both models, the simulation algorithms are discussed in Section 3. The special attention is focused on the advantages of the mixed fractional Brownian motion application for the transition mechanism. Section 4 contains some illustrations and recommendations on the methodology application and its further development.
THE MODELS OF HEALING MECHANISM
By the self-healing mechanism, we mean the transition of a bacterium from a state of hibernation (for example, interaction with the environment arising from damage) to a state of metabolic activity in which the bacterium produces a substance that allows filling the crack 1 . The mechanism stops working at the moment of exhaustion of nutrients, as a result of which the bacterium goes into a state of hibernation. Bac- 1 The ideas of this methodology were discussed by the author of this paper in the presentation "Mixed fractional Brownian motion: some perspectives of mathematical modeling for biotechnology" on NANOMED/11th ITMED 2018, Manchester, UK, 26-28 June 2018.
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teria transmit signals to each other determining the behavior. We introduce a model of this mechanism, considering two problems, namely: the transition from state to state (dynamic model) for aggregated behavior and the principle of transmitting alerts about environmental changes of one bacterium (message-passing model).
The aggregated behavior model
Let {1, 2,..., } Nn  denote a universe of encapsulated bacteria (we will call them agents) belonging to the same population. For the simplicity, we suppose that vital dynamics of the population is negligible and that with respect to a certain environmental conditions each agent can stay in one of three states, namely [14] :  dormancy (the state of those who have the potential and feed for the physiological activity, but not activated yet);  metabolic activity (the state of those who have been activated by exogenous factors);  hibernation (the state of those who have been isolated due to lack of the feed or those who have used all the feed and as a consequence were forced to stop the physiological activity). This subdivision gives three classes of agents according to their activity status. At some moment of time t , 01 [ , ] t t t  , () St , () It , and () Rt represent the cardinalities of dormant, active, and hibernated classes correspondingly. The total population is
It is proved that bacteria actively exchange some kinds of chemical signals, coordinating their co-existence. The limited volume of nutrition does not allow on the unlimited growth of the encapsulated population. Moreover, when a lack of nutrition occurs, the agent secretes an appropriate substance, which allows the neighborhood to prepare for the transition to hunger and quickly adjust their metabolic processes.
Following to the ideas of [13] , we allow all possible transitions between the states as it shown in Fig.1 . Since at any time moment t for each agent, there exist the possibilities of the metabolic changing, there also exist the switching intensities, which depend on individual physiological parameters and on other exogenous factors concerning the population. Moreover, the passage of an agent from state to state occurs on the one hand due to contacts among individuals, on the other due to timevarying exogenous and endogenous factors which cannot be discovered or measured. Therefore, it is possible to assume that these intensities are randomly time-varying, we denote them as ()
). Choosing values of the intensities one can get different classical deterministic compartmental models. That is to say if 13 31 23 32 0 p p p p     , then one get a well-known in biology "SI"-model, if 13 21 32 0 p p p    , then it becomes a "SIRS"model, and etc. (see e.g. [15] ). Without loss of generality, we limit our considerations and put 21 32 0 pp  . Moreover, we allow the time-varying stochastic state-to-state transition. Taking into account all the aforesaid, the dynamical model of the spread of the chemical signals, corresponding to the tree-state propagation mechanism (see Fig. 2 ), takes a form of the following system: 3 ( ) x t , and 4 ( ) x t are the transition rates between states such that 1 x stands for the transition from the state " S " to the state " I ", 2
xfrom " I " to " R ", 3 xfrom " R " to " S ", and 4
xfrom " S " to " R ";
The equilibrium of the system (1) means the loose of the self-healing ability of the structure. Let us comment the parameters of (1). Firstly, these parameters should be smooth enough in order to fulfill the conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solution. Secondly, if the time-varying parameters are deterministic, the model (1) displays "mean" behavior. Unlikely, all microorganisms will have the same reactions and, therefore, the same ability to transmit and/or to receive. To reflect the stochastic nature of phenomenon, the transitions rates should be driven by some continuous stochastic processes. Taking into account the ideas of [16] for all i one can put the parameters as
where
x t x 0 0 i i 0 0 is the initial value, i a and i m are calibration parameters,
is some continuous stochastic process, defined as in [17] such that   ( 1,..., 4 i  ). It seems natural to substitute the parameters (2) into (1) and to get the dynamics of (1), however, the theoretical properties and global behavior of this model are hardly possible to study. The alternative usage of (2) is the application of multiagent modeling, i.e. the transition rates are unique for each agent, the evolution of these rates follows (2), the "global" behavior of (1) is estimated with respect to the cardinal numbers of each class.
Figure 2. Dynamics of three-state propagation
mechanism for the spread of the chemical
i  the signal transition rates).
2.2.
The message-passing model. Now following the same reasoning as in [18] , we suppose that the universe of N agents is an two-dimensional orthogonal grid (it can be easy compared with the damaged surface of an abstract geotechnical structure). Each agent is associated with one square cell of this grid and could interact with its eight neighbors (Moore's model, see Figure 3 ). 
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Each agent can be dormant, metabolically active, or hibernated forming so-called "configuration" at instant of time  , 0 1
[ , ] t t  
. Each agent has its own endogenous characteristics, which allow it to send and receive signals as well as make the transitions from state to state. At the initial moment 0 t say 0 n agents ( 0 n n  ) are randomly activated (it can be considered as an epicenter of the crack on the surface of the geotechnical structure), the rest stay dormant. This configuration leads to a new one
t t     ) according to the set of the following rules: (i) the active agent transmits a signal to the nearest neighbors by Moore scheme with time-varying intensity, (ii) if the signal is received, the neighbor becomes (with some probability) metabolically active (each agent is characterized by own threshold value for the signal acceptance); (iii) if the metabolically active agent has two active-neighbor agents at the time  , then it remains in its state at the time    ;
(iv) if the metabolically active agent has less than two active neighbors or more than three, its goes into the hibernation state; (v) if at some instant in time none of the agents changes state, a universe of agents has the equilibrium, indicating the loss of the ability to self-healing.
SIMULATION ALGORITHM AND SOME RELATED QUESTIONS

The transition rates as the sample paths of the stochastic processes.
Let   ,
). The generalized properties of this process were studied and presented in [19, 21, 22] . In our case, we name among others the following properties: , , The sample paths of (3) can be simulated by different methods. We refer to the methodology developed by [20] for the fBm sample paths simulation. This method, based on the fast Fourier transform of the covariance function of the process allows on the multiple simulations of the uncorrelated sample paths of fBm. Moreover, the paper [20] contains the detailed description of the simulation algorithm, therefore we omit it here. The example of several sample paths of (3) for different values of Hurst parameters and 1 Further, replacing the process B B in (2) by the process (3) for
fixing the initial value 0 0.5 i x  , and taking different values of the scaling parameters a and m , we conclude as follows on the behavior of the stochastic process driven by (6) . Several examples of the sample paths are presented on Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The mean value of the process (6) oscillates around the initial value (in this case it is 0.5), the variation on the scaling parameters is a convenient way to change the square-mean behavior of the transmission functions between 0 and 1. Therefore, the each agent transmits an activation signal with random intensity such that it can or can not be strong enough to activate neighbors. Figure 6 . The sample paths of (6) and the confidential interval for 0.75 H  and 0.250 a  .
The simulation algorithm for self-healing mechanism.
To illustrate the work of the self-healing mechanism, the following algorithm based on the multi-agent simulation method is proposed, namely:
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I.
Initialization -general settings of the artificial environment  set the initial grid MM  and get the number of the agents 2 nM  , initially each cell is associated with one non-activated anent;  set the evolution time period 01 [ , ] tt;  define the m -stages equidistant discretization of the evolution time period 01 [ , ] tt, such 
III. Processing -step evolution over time line 01 [ , ]
tt:  activate the agents who will transmit the signal (select circle in the center of the grid with a radius of rM  cells and consider the agents inside this circle as the activated onewe will call it as Protocol I -or activate the agents in randomly selected cells -we will call it as Protocol II);  define the rules for the Moore neighborhood for the eight nearest neighbors (see Fig. 3 );  for each step of the evolution iterate over all cells in grid the spread of activation signal;  if the agent is active, check the activity of the neighbors according to the rules (i) -(iv) and update the status of the agent;
 count the cardinality number of each group, check the rule (v), if the rule (v) is fulfilled stop the evolution.
IV. Aggregating behavior:
 complete the parametric identification of aggregate model (1) and its analysis.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We run several numerical experiments under Protocol I and Protocol II excluding the last step of the algorithm from the simulations. The interested reader can find all the details for the identification of the aggregated behavior and to get qualitative characteristics of the system (1) (for the details see [23] ). In this work, the general settings of the artificial environment are the following, namely: 
The results of simulations are listed on Fig. 7 -10 (blue, green, or red color refers to the dormant, metabolically active, or hibernated agent correspondently). As one can see the initial placement of the active agents and relation between the mean ability of the transmitted signal acceptance and the initial values of transition rates have the crucial role in self-healing dynamics (compare Figure 7 with Figure 9 and Figure 8 with Figure 10 ). That is to say, for 01 0.5
x   the equilibrium is reached faster if the activated agents are randomly distributed on the damaged surface. Moreover, the "repaired" surfaces can be compared by quantities of hibernated and dormant agents. In the case for 01 x   the equilibrium is reached faster for the case when agents are concentratedly placed. This means that the transmission of the activation signal stops faster too (compare all the figures). Therefore, varying the parameters of the simulation model one can study different phenomena of the signals' transmissions. ).
CONCLUSIONS
The self-healing mechanisms for the damaged surface of an abstract geotechnical structure using biotechnology attract much attention of many scientists from different fields. Multiagent modeling can help to solve numerous problems arising during new technology development. Proposed in this paper the twocomponent model of self-healing mechanism allows on the imitation of one or several cracks on a surface and on the estimation of life cycle of the material. In further investigation the 3D model of cracks as well as the parameters of the biologically active elements of the composites will be considered.
